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A COMPARISON RESULT FOR THE OSCILLATION
OF DELAY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

G. LADAS, C. QIAN, AND J. YAN

(Communicated by Kenneth R. Meyer)

Abstract. We obtain a comparison result for the oscillation of all solutions of

the equation
n

J>(A) + ^i,.(A)y(A-fJ,.(A)) = 0

i=l

in terms of the oscillation of all solutions of the equation

n

x(t) + ^Pj(t)x(t-Ti(t)) = 0

1=1

under appropriate hypotheses on the asymptotic behavior of the quotients

Pi(t)lq,(t)   and   T,(t)MM    for i = 1, 2, ... , «.

An application to the oscillation of the nonautonomous delay-logistic equation

is given.

1. Introduction

Let R denote the set of real numbers and let R+ denote the set of nonneg-

ative real numbers. Consider the delay differential equations

(i) *(0 + ¿A<0*(<-TitO)-o
;=1

and
n

(2) y(t) + Y,Qi(t)y(t-°M) = Q>
i=i

where for each i = 1,2,... , n ,

(3) Pi, xt £ C[[t0, oo), R+], lim [t - Ti(t)] = oo
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and

(4) q¡, Oí £ C[[t0, oo), R+], lim[t - o,(t)] = oo.
t—>oo

We obtain a comparison result for the oscillation of all solutions of (2) in
terms of the oscillation of all solutions of (1) provided that the following hy-

pothesis is satisfied:

For each i = 1,2,...,« the zeros z¡ of p¿ and q¡ and the

(5) zeros z, of t, and o¡ are the same with the same multiplicities

and the following limits exist:

a,=       lim      PM    and   ßi=       lim       XM,
í->oo q¡(t) t—too Oiii)

í€[ío,oo)-z¡        V  ' A6[ío,oo)-z,       ">'>

The main result that we establish in §3 is the following:

Theorem 1. Assume that (3), (4), and (5) hold. Then the following statements

are true:

(a) Assume that

(6) a¡ < 1    and   ßt < 1   for i = 1, 2, ... , n

and that every solution of (I) oscillates. Then every solution of (2) also oscil-
lates.

(b) Assume that

a,= ß,■ = 1   for i = 1,2, ... , n.

Then every solution of (I) oscillates if and only if every solution of (2) oscillates.

In §4 we present an application of the comparison theorem to the oscillation

of all positive solutions of the nonautonomous delay-logistic equation

N(t-z(t)Y
1

K
N(t) = r(t)N(t)

about the positive equilibrium K.

For any T > to we define

(7) r_,= min (inf{f-T,(í)}).
l</<«  (í>7- ' J

By a solution of ( 1 ) we mean a function x that is continuously differentiable

on [T, oo) for some T > t0, which is defined and continuous on [7"_i , oo)

and which satisfies ( 1 ) for t > T.
With ( 1 ) and a given "initial point" T > to, one associates an "initial condi-

tion" of the form

(8) x(t) = <p(t)   for T-X<t<T,

where <p £ C[[T_x, T], R] is a given "initial function." Then the IVP (1)

and (8) has a unique solution x valid on [T, oo). That is, x is defined

and continuous on [7!_i, oo), x is continuously differentiable on [T, oo), x

satisfies (8), and x satisfies (1) for t > T (see Hale [2]).
As usual, a solution of ( 1 ) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros.

Otherwise the solution is called nonoscillatory. Finally, a function N(t) is said

to oscillate about K if N(t) - K has arbitrarily large zeros.
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In the sequel, unless otherwise specified, when we write a functional inequal-

ity we will assume that it holds for all sufficiently large t.

2. Some basic lemmas

In this section we present two lemmas that are interesting in their own rights

and will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1 in §3.

With ( 1 ) and for every point T > to we associate the following sequence of

functions:

u0(t) = 0   for i>r_!

and for Ac = 1, 2, ... ,

Í0   for r_i <t< T,

(9) uk(t) = | E«=ip.(i)exp (£_tjW Uk_l{s)ds}     for t > 7\

where 7_i is as defined by (7).

Lemma 1. Assume that (3) holds. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(a) Equation ( 1 ) has a nonoscillatory solution.

(b) There exists T > to such that the sequence {uk(t)} which is defined by

(9) converges pointwise to a finite limit for each t>T.

Proof,   (a) =>■ (b).  Clearly, we can assume that (1) has a solution x(t) such

that x(t) >0 for t>tx> t0. Choose T>tx such that T_x > tx. Set

(10) u{t) = -x%   for^r-l-

Then for t>T, u(t) > 0. By integrating (10) we find

(11) x(t) = x(t-Ti(t))exp

From (1), (10), and (11) it follows that

(12)

(/        u(s) ds I .
Jt-n(t) J

u(t) = ^Tpi(t) exp f /        u(s) ds )    for t> T.
tí v«--*w       J

An induction argument using (9) and (12) yields that

"fc(0 < uk+x(t) < u(t)   for f> Tand ac = 0, 1,2,...

from which it follows that the sequence {uk(t)} converges pointwise to a finite

limit for each t > T.

(b) => (a). Clearly

M0 < Uk+\(t)   for t > r_! and ac = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Let
u(t) = lim uk(t)   for t > 711.

A—*oo

Then, by Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem, u(t) satisfies (12).  Fi-

nally, observe by direct substitution that

/     u
Jr.,

x(t) = exp I - /     u(s) ds) ,        t > 7_
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is a positive solution of (1). The proof is complete.   D

The next lemma deals with delay differential equations that involve a pa-

rameter p in the delays and the coefficients. It states that, under appropriate

hypotheses, the set of all points p for which every solution of the equation
n

(13„ ) y(t) + $>;(', n)y{t - tf(f, p)) = 0
;'=1

oscillates is open.

Lemma 2. Let M be an open subset of R. Assume that for each i = I, 2, ... , n

and for each fixed p £ M, the functions p¡(-, p) and t,(-, p) are nonnegative

and continuous on [to, oo) and

lim[t - T¡(t, p)] = oo.
t—»oo

Also assume that for each i = 1, 2, ... , n and for fixed t > to the functions

Pi(t, •) and T¡(t, •) are continuous on M. Let S be the set of all p £ M such

that every solution of (I3ß) oscillates. Then S is an open subset of M.

Proof. For any p £ M and for any 7 > to we define the following sequence

of functions:

u0(t,p) = 0   for t>T-x(p.)

and for ac = 1, 2, ...

f 0   for T-x(p) <t<T,
uk(t, p)

where

¿Z^xP'i1' fi)exp(S!-ri(t,p)uk-i(s' l^)ds)    fori> 7,

T-x (ß) = min \ inf{t - t,(< , p)} \ .
\<i<n  {t>T )

By induction, it is easy to see that uk(t, p) for k = 1, 2,...  are continuous

on [7, oo) with respect to t and on M with respect to p.

Suppose that (13^0) (that is (13^) with p replaced by po) is oscillatory for

some po £ M. Then by Lemma 1 for any sufficiently large 7< > 7 there exists

a t* > Tx such that

lim uk(t*, /¿o) = oo.
k—»oo

Hence, for any large constant m > 0 there exists K such that for any k > K

uk(t*, po) > m.

Since uk(t*, p) is continuous with respect to p, for some ko > K there is a

neighborhood ô(po) C M of po such that

uko(t*,p)>m   for any p £ S(po).

On the other hand from the monotonicity of uk(t*, p) with respect to ac , we

see that

uk(t*, p) > m   for any k > ko and p £ ô(po).

Clearly, this implies that

lim uk(f , p) = oo   for p£ô(po)-
t-*oc

Therefore by Lemma 1, (13M) is oscillatory for any p £ ô(po). This implies

that S is an open set and the proof is complete.   D

The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.
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Corollary 1. Let {ek} be a sequence of positive numbers such that lim/t_00eí: = 0

andsuch that for every i = 1, 2, ... , n andevery k > I, p¡-ek > 0, t,-e¿ > 0

and the delay differential equation:

n

y(t) + ̂ 2(Pi - £k)y{t - (?i - e*)) = o>      t > to

has a nonoscillatory solution. Then the delay differential equation:

n

1=1

also has a nonoscillatory solution.

3. Proof of the comparison theorem

Before we present the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following corollary

of Lemma 1. This result is, in itself, an important comparison theorem for

oscillations and was first established (in a slightly weaker form) by different

techniques, by Kwong and Patula [5J.

Corollary 2. Assume that (3) and (4) hold and that for each i = 1, 2, ... , n,

Pi(t) < Qi(t)   and    ti(t) < Oi(t)    for t > t0.

Suppose that every solution of (I) oscillates. Then every solution of (2) also

oscillates.

Proof. For every T > to, set

v0(t) = 0   for t > H,,

and for ac = 1, 2, ... , define

(0   for7*,<i<7,
Vk(t) =

where

E"=i 9i(0 exP (//-<t,(0 Vk~x W ds)    {oTt^T>

7!, = min {inf{t - o¡(t)}\ .
1<<<" [t>T J

Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that (2) has a nonoscillatory solution.

Then by Lemma 1 there exists T > to such that the sequence {vk(t)} converges

pointwise to a finite limit for t > T. Clearly, the sequence {uk(t)} which is

defined by (9) also converges pointwise to a finite limit for each t > 7 since

Uk{t) < vk(t) ■ Then by Lemma 1 again, we see that (1) has a nonoscillatory

solution. This is a contradiction and the proof is complete.   D

Corollary 3. Suppose that (3) holds and that

(14)   liminf/A,(/) >p, > 0   and   liminfr^í) > t, > 0   for i = 1, 2, ... , n.
t—»oo /—»oo

If every solution of the differential equation

n

(=1
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is oscillatory, then every solution of (I) is also oscillatory.

Proof. By Lemma 2 we see that there exists a constant ë > 0 such that

pi - ë > 0   and   t, - ¿" > 0   for i = 1, 2, ... , n

and such that every solution of the differential equation:

«

3>(0 + X>~¿ - è)y(t - (tí - ë)) = 0
í=i

is oscillatory. By ( 14) we see that eventually

Pi{t) >Pi - ë   and   x¡(t) >x¡ - ë   for i = 1, 2, ... , n.

Hence by Corollary 2, every solution of (1) is also oscillatory.   The proof is

complete.   D

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) For every p £ (0, 1) and for each i = 1, 2, ... , n we

eventually have

(15) (1 - p)Pi(t) < q¡(t)   and   (1 - p)x,(t) < Oi(t).

It also follows from Lemma 2 and the fact that every solution of ( 1 ) is oscilla-

tory, that for p £ (0, 1 ) and sufficiently small, every solution of the equation

«

z(t) + £(1 - p)Pi(t)z(t - (1 - p)Xi(t)) = 0

i=i

is also oscillatory. In view of (15), Corollary 2 now implies that every solution

of (2) is oscillatory.

(b) The proof of this statement is a consequence of (a) and will be omitted.

The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. It also extends

and improves in a certain way Theorems 2 and 5 of [4] which for the sake of

comparison we summarize below.

Theorem A. Assume that for j = 1,2, ... , n,

Xj £ [0, oo)    and   pj £ C[[to, oo), R+].

(a) //

(16) lim pj(t)=ßj
t—»oo

and every solution of the delay equation:

(17) *(r) + ¿/A;X(í-TJ)=fl
;=i

is oscillatory then every solution of the equation:

(18) y(t) + Y^pj(t)y(t-xJ) = 0
7 = 1

is also oscillatory.

(b) //

(19) Pj(t)<Pj
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and (17)  has a nonoscillatory solution, then  (18)  also has a nonoscillatory

solution.
(c) If (16) and (19) are satisfied then every solution of (11) is oscillatory if

and only if every solution of (18) is oscillatory.

Corollary 4. Assume that (3) holds and that there exist positive numbers p¡ and

ïj such that

lim p¡(t) = pi   and    lim x¡(t) — x¡   for i = 1, 2, ... , n.
A—»oo t—»oo

Then (1) is oscillatory if and only if the "limiting" equation

n

3>(0 + 5ZÀy(i-T,) = 0
¡=i

is oscillatory, that is (see [1]) , if and only if its characteristic equation

n

k = Y,Pielii
;=1

has no real roots.

Corollary 5. Assume that p,  x £ C[[to, oo), R+] and that there exist positive

constants p and x such that

(20) lim p(t) — p   and    lim x(t) — x.
t—»oo t—»oo

Then every solution of the delay differential equation:

(21) y(t)+p(t)y(t-x(t)) = 0

is oscillatory if and only if

(22) lim /      p(s)ds>-.
t^oo Jt_x(t) e

Proof. By Corollary 4, (21) is oscillatory if and only if

(23) X = peki

has no real roots. One can also see that (23) has no real roots if and only if

(24) pi > l/e.

Clearly if (20) holds, (24) is equivalent to (22).

Remark 1. It is well known (see [3]) that a sufficient condition for (21) to have

a nonoscillatory solution is that eventually,

(25) /      p(s)ds<-.
Jt-x{t) e

One can see from Corollary 5 that the condition (25) is not necessary for (21)

to have a nonoscillatory solution.

4. Oscillations in a nonautonomous delay-logistic equation

In this section we will use Theorem 1 to obtain sufficient conditions for the

oscillation of all positive solutions of the nonautonomous delay-logistic equation

N(t-x(t)Y
(26) N(t) = r(t)N(t) 1

K
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where

(27)     r, xe C[[t0, oo),R+],        K£(0,oo),     and     lim(¿ - x(t)) = oo.
;—»oo

Our result extends the following recent result of Zhang and Gopalsamy [6].

Theorem B. Assume that (27) holds,

/•oo

(28) /    r(s) ds
Jo

and that

f 1
(29) liminf/       r(s)ds>-.

'-<*>  Jt-m e

Then every positive solution of (26) oscillates about the positive equilibrium K.

We will prove that the conclusion of Theorem B remains true, if condition

(29) is replaced by the following weaker hypothesis:

(H)  Every solution of the linear delay equation

(30) y(t) + r(t)y(t-x(t)) = 0

oscillates about zero.

With (26) one associates an initial condition of the form

(31) N(t) = (p(t)    for7_i<i<0,

where

tf> £ C[[7_,, 0], R+]   and   <t>(0) > 0

with

7_, = inf[t - x(t)].

Then by the method of steps, the initial value problem (26) and (31) has a

unique solution N(t) which is valid for t > 0. We will only consider those

solutions N(t) which are positive. Note that such solutions exist because if

</>(0) > 0, then N(t) > 0 for t > 0. The change of variables

N(t) = Kex{t)

reduces (26) to the delay equation

(32) x(t) + r(t)[ex«-T^ - I] = 0.

Clearly, N(t) oscillates about K if and only if x(t) oscillates about zero. Now

we are ready to establish the following extension of Theorem B.

Theorem 2. Assume that (27) and (28) hold and that every solution of (30)

oscillates. Then every positive solution of (26) oscillates about the steady state
K.

Proof. Otherwise (32) has a nonoscillatory solution x(t). Then eventually,

either   x(t) > 0   and   x(t) < 0
or x(t) < 0   and   x(t) > 0.
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Thus the limí_00.x(í) exists and is a finite number a . From (32) and (28) it

follows that i = 0. Set
ex(t-m) _ i

w      w x(t-x(t))

and observe that R(t) > 0, the functions r and R have the same set of zeros

\T* m
and that x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of the equation

(33) z(t) + R(t)z(t-x(t)) = 0.

It follows, by Theorem 1 and the hypothesis that every solution of (30) oscillates,

that every solution of (33) also oscillates. This contradicts the fact that x(t) is

a nonoscillatory solution of (33). The proof is complete.   D
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